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Chapter 1 : Windows and Doors | Marvin, Integrity, Infinity Manufacturer
The front door is often the focal point of a home exterior - a door is the first thing guests see when they arrive, it's the
last thing they contemplate after leaving, it's visited daily by the mail delivery, and it gives potential buyers something to
remember the house by. An ordinary home can.

Tempered Glass is a glass made at the glass factory, it is already pre-cut to size and when it breaks, it will not
have sharp edges. Double insulated glass panels doors and window may consist of a double thickness
tempered thick glass panel unit. We use tempered safety glass, to which we permanently fire the beautiful
glass design. Next we permanently secure another piece of clear tempered safety glass behind this first piece.
WoodLtd insulated glass will provide the beauty and quality that your beautiful home demands Design Doors
at WoodLtd Studio, we specialize in the design and manufacturing of elegant and unique carved doors made in
Burmese teak. These beautifully handcrafted doors are the result of our ability to combine new world
technology with old Asian craftsmanship. Choose from one of our sample design or drawing or let us bring
your concept to reality by designing an exceptional custom door to your specifications. We offer authentic
hand carving and art stained glass by best Thailands craftsmen in over 4, designs for doors, windows,
transoms, frames, casing, lintels and gates. In WoodLtd Studio craftsmen hand-build some of the finest wood
doors in the world expressly for your home and office. The Antique Series doors combine the classic
swing-open appearance and detailing of carriage house wood doors with the convenience of standard sectional
doors. Door Catalog WoodLtd Studio offers classic, antique-style and carved doors of extraordinary beauty.
Please browse through our product line. The first known subject catalog was compiled by Callimachus at the
Alexandrian Library in the 3d cent. BC The library at Pergamum also had a catalog. Early in the 9th cent. AD
the catalogs of the libraries of the monastery at Reichenau and of the abbey at Saint-Riquier, N France,
included summaries of the works cataloged. In the monastic library at Clairvaux was recataloged and one of
the earliest union catalogs was madeof the contents of Franciscan monastery libraries in England. The printing
of the British Museum catalog was begun by Panizzi as keeper of printed books. Cutter devised the modern
dictionary catalog with author, title, and subject arranged in one alphabet for the Boston Athenaeum library.
Melvil Dewey devised his decimal system in the s; the system was widely applied in smaller libraries and
many large ones. In the Library of Congress began the practice of printing its catalog entries on cards 3 by 5
in. The National Union Catalogue, begun in by the Library of Congress, collated the card catalog entries of the
larger American libraries and printed the results in book form. The advent of the computer has dramatically
expanded the ability of libraries to provide extensive bibliographic services. By consulting an electronic
catalog, such as the WorldCat of the OCLC Online Computer Library Center, a person can access more than
35 million catalog records in some 25, libraries around the world. Doors in Gothic houses were usually
unglazed. In the most strongly Gothic houses, doors were ledged, with vertical planks or planks in a
herringbone pattern. Oak was a prized wood. After it was more common to see glazed and leaded front doors.
Typical colours used for painted front doors of pine or deal were dark blue, chocolate brown favoured by
Eastlake , deep red, or else olive green. Graining was also used. A key feature of the front door was a set of
ornamental fittings, ideally in wrought iron. Regular door-to-door postal deliveries began in and the small
letter-plate was introduced. Larger items were received by a maid or other domestic servant. The other
furniture was a knocker and a pull to help to close the door. Internal Gothic doors might have been ledged, or
else were panelled. As with the front door, those of better quality wood were polished, while those of pine and
deal were either grained or painted. They were fitted with finger plates of iron or else brass.
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Door Catalogue: in our online door window gate and fence catalog you will find custom doors, antique doors, art glass
doors, carved doors, classic doors, coat of arms doors, art doors, double doors, French doors, garage doors, metal
gates, Mexican doors, Moroccan doors, teak doors and wood doors.

Safety doors are made to maintain a very strong defence for your home which is necessary for more exposed
homes. They are often the focal point of beauty of your home. There are bolts that are called deadbolts and are
quite difficult to break even with the largest and most efficient tools. Safety doors are more prominently made
to help protect the house from burglars and other people who wish to cause you and your family harm and
these doors actually do well for you in this field. They come in all shapes and sizes and can be made to be
fashionable as per your choice as well because protection can come with beauty as well. Given below is a list
of great safety doors for homes and flats with images which helps you choose better. Full Wood Fashion With
Deadbolt: This safety door design tops the list because it has the ability to maintain a good fashion statement
and at the same time it provides your home with a very well protected environment. The door can maintain
itself because of the strong teak wood which you must use to create it and the best part is the design can be
altered as per your choice. The grill design is simple, yet strong. Door With Safety Iron Gate: These doors can
be your normal everyday wooden door with the only exception of having an externally attached iron gate
attached to it. The gate can be attached after fitting in your door and will most definitely provide an excellent
and safe environment for your home. The iron gate is available ready-made in the market but can be made
from ground up. This safety door grill design features in our catalogue of one among the best designs. Wooden
Door Designs 3. Though having wooden doors are the best way to go in having a fashionable home at the end
of the day safety is a very important requirement, therefore, a classic iron door is the perfect way to protect
your home. An iron door can be accessorised with deadbolts and other protective means to maintain a safe
home. A little maintenance is necessary from time to time to keep this door as strong as ever. Safety grills
designs are tempered grill that can be externally attached to your door to provide your home with the
maximum safety. These grills are strong and resistant which is a perfect way to protect your home. Safety
grills come in many different designs to make your home look more fashionable. Modern Double Door
Designs 5. Probably the stronger door available in the world this door is resistant to rust and degradable or
environmental factors. The wrought iron door can last for years and can go on working with just a little oiling
from time to time. The wrought iron door is absolutely beautiful for your every protective need. This iron
safety door design for flats is a popular choice for independent homes too. The screen doors are also a great
safety door design for your home. The door must be attached externally to your main door or any other
subsequent door after the measurements of the doors are done. It is completely transparent and allows people
to look in but when it comes to safety getting through a screen door is very difficult. Glass Designs For Doors
7. Exterior Safety Door With Padlock: A padlock is perfect for maintaining a great amount of security in your
home. A padlock cannot be easily broken and when matched with a wrought iron or steel door you got the
perfect protection for both the office and at home. Teak Wood With Iron Grills: The last on the list but not the
least these iron grills with wood is both a fashionable and a protective door design for your home. It is a
classic combination of wood and iron to enhance protection and serves what it just has to do. Wood And Glass
Combination: This wood and glass combination safety door design is inspired to keep it modern and trendy.
The glass is strong and you can additionally have designs on it marked, while the door will provide optimal
defence for any theft or breakage. Yet another robust and easy to install safety door design is the mesh door. It
is long lasting and the mesh feature in the door will keep away insects and other dust from entering your
house. They look stylish and will add to the look of your home. What could be safer than an iron safety door?
This metal safety door is intended to protect the building from theft or robbery. The grill gate is robust making
it an ideal choice for purchase. However, you could still choose the kind of grill design if you like it.
Fabricated Safety Door Design: This fabrication safety door design is normally placed in front of another
robust safety door. The design will look marvellous and will add absolute beauty to your home and enhance
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the appearance. The design on the door can be designed by you or you could just trust your designer for it.
Wooden Safety Door Design: Wooden is known to provide maximum protection, next to iron. This wooden
safety door is usually employed for flats and is often beautifully designed. The image above will tell you how
it can nicely fit to the entrance of your home. Metal safety door has been a trusted choice for homes and shops.
They offer the best resistance and protect the building from theft. It is better to select a one ms safety door
design model and get customize that the way you like it to be. Stainless Steel Safety Door: An equivalent door
to iron with a stylish look is stainless steel door. This steel safe door features high protection, moderate look
and rustless, unlike steel. It suitable for all type of flats and buildings. Especially, whoever have an individual
house they can choose this. Some of the safety doors are easily available in the market, while yet others would
like some level of customization to it. The good news is, sellers, do offer some level of customization. They
let you choose the pattern and design if any. Our article has picked out some of the best choices you can take
or you could also think some pattern for yourself. In either case, only vouch for safety and robustness.
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Doors that reach from top to bottom make entryways look larger than they really are. This one is especially
interesting because of how the handle guard continues sideways with room for a mail slot. Here, a matching
walking path further differentiates the entryway from the paved parking and patio tiles. This one has a textural
exterior to stand in contrast with the concrete and steel that surrounds it. Fiery orange is a nice finish for a
modern Californian home like this one. The long door pull is another interesting touch. Bramco Builders
Incorporating artistic glass is another way to make a front door stand out. These textural sheets of glass
coordinate well with the textural exterior of the home, and provide extra privacy that ordinary panels could
not. Note that this door also opens on a pivot to save space on the interior. These oversized atrium-height
doors are breathtaking. Mechanized hardware allows designers to overlook the weight of the doors so the
homeowners can go as big and bold as they want. Borano Deep rose tones ring with a traditional and
sophisticated tone, while the brushed steel door guard incorporates modern styling. Keratuer This Red Dot
Design Award winner gains admiration for its enhanced security and keyless entry options as well as its
distinctive styling. Exotic woods like the ones used here always catch the eye. Axolotl The ideal door a
minimalist exterior â€” this sleek and modern design uses uncomplicated modern materials, its stripes serving
up just a touch of decoration for visual interest. Minarc Wavy wood panels flow and interweave for an artistic
effect. The ultra-tall and wide design opens on a pivot, making it stand out both in terms of looks and
functionality. Axolotl This part of the door tour takes us through several highly artistic and up-to-date options.
This futuristic door incorporates a textured print on top of a cloudy finish. Axolotl Unusual materials can
transform an ordinary front door into a true focal point. This one goes for a bold approach to texture, with
stone-like panels varied by tint and height. Even the mail slot plays an integral role in the design. Axolotl
Laser carved doors give homeowners endless possibilities for self-expression. Its aluminum coating
contributes substantial visual weight. Axolotl This door combines cutout branches with a multi-tone finish for
a perfectly up-to-date result. The handprint on the door pull is a neat idea, too. This would be a nice door for
an updated take on a classic exterior. This starburst pattern draws the eye immediately, its distressed bright
blue paint keeping the personality nice and casual. MCK Architects Screen doors can boast plenty of style too.
Here, decorative strapwork creates a guarded but attractive boundary between the front door and the street
outside. The golden ratio inspired sidelights reinforce the artistic elements at play here. White stripes offer a
response to the black strips along the exterior walkway. Inside, glossy walls and floors continue the highly
polished theme. This method can turn even an ordinary door into a show-stopper. This lovely example could
be mistaken for a traditional hinged door at first glance, but the lack of visual hinges makes it a great option
for those who seek out minimalism in exterior design. A pivoting outer frame reveals a smaller door within,
the smaller door adhering to traditional sizing and the outer door blurring the boundaries between inside and
out. This bright blue door stands out against the surrounding potted plants, a cool drink of water within a
desert-inspired garden.
Chapter 4 : Exterior Doors | JELD-WEN Windows & Doors
We design & manufacture the finest hand crafted iron entry doors & estate gates. We are successful in providing our
customers with personal detailed service & beautiful, quality products. Take a look at our online catalog.

Chapter 5 : 71+ Latest Iron Front/Main Single Safety Door Design for House (Photo Gallery)
Metal Safety Door: Metal safety door has been a trusted choice for homes and shops. They offer the best resistance and
protect the building from theft.
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maars | metal door XL calendrierdelascience.com design the way you think Open the catalogue to page 1 Maars metal
door XL is a metal door of the same thickness as the partitioning system.

Chapter 7 : Catalog - Iron Doors Plus, Inc.
door design (not all designs are available in all species) â€¢ Select a panel option that corresponds to your choice of
wood species (there could be more than one panel choice based on the species).

Chapter 8 : Steel | JELD-WEN Windows & Doors
Heavy Duty Doors (per ANSI A): Level 2 (18 gage) Model 1 (Full Flush) or Model 2 (Seamless) Physical Performance B
(, minimum cycles) Pioneers Heavy Duty doors are made primarily of 18 gage carbon steel and have been tested to 3,,
cycles in accordance with ANSI A

Chapter 9 : Catalog Door Catalogue Catalog Window Catalogue Catalog Gate Catalogue Catalog Fence C
All Panel. All Panel Exterior Doors are available in wood, fiberglass, steel or composite material. They provide ultimate
privacy and increased security.
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